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bstract: Changes in policies and built environments are advocated as part of efforts to increase
physical activity, but in 2001 the knowledge base to inform these changes was limited. The
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation addressed this deficit by initiating Active Living
Research (ALR). The mission of ALR was to stimulate and support research that could
guide the improvement of environments, policies, and practices to promote active living.
The program’s goals were to (1) build the evidence base about environmental and policy
factors related to physical activity, (2) build the capacity of researchers in multiple fields to
collaborate, and (3) inform and facilitate policy change.

To build the evidence base, 121 grants were supported with $12.5 million. Efforts were
made to support new investigators, fund investigators from numerous disciplines, and
increase the demographic diversity of researchers. Activities to build capacity to
conduct collaborative research included annual conferences, journal supplements,
seminars for multiple disciplines, and the posting of environmental measures. Coor-
dination with Active Living Leadership was a primary means of communicating
research to policymakers. Other activities to facilitate the application of research
included research summaries written for nonresearchers, collaborations with Active
Living by Design, several components of the website (www.activelivingresearch.org),
and using policy relevance as a funding criterion. Two independent evaluations were
accomplished, and they concluded that ALR made progress on all three goals. ALR has
been renewed through 2012. The new mission is to use a $15.4 million research budget
to contribute to reversing the childhood obesity epidemic, especially among youth in
the highest-risk groups.
(Am J Prev Med 2009;36(2S):S10 –S21) © 2009 American Journal of Preventive Medicine
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he severe health and economic consequences of
the epidemic of physically inactive lifestyles are
well-documented.1–3 The rapid rise in obesity

ver the last 2 decades4 and the failure to increase low
evels of physical activity in leisure time5 indicate the
nadequacy of responses to these public health chal-
enges. It is highly probable that reductions in physical
ctivity for occupational and transportation purposes
ver the past few decades5,6 are exacerbating inactivity-
elated diseases.
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Several scientific and public health groups recom-
ended environmental and policy interventions as

ssential components of comprehensive approaches for
mproving physical activity in populations,7–10 but the
vidence base to guide such interventions was very
imited until recently. For example, a 1999 review
stimated that there were 300 studies of psychosocial
orrelates of recreational physical activity among
dults,11 but a 2002 review of the health literature
dentified only 17 studies of environmental and pol-
cy correlates of recreational physical activity among
dults.12 By the early 2000s, there was a separate small
iterature in the transportation and urban planning
elds documenting the association of community de-
ign variables with walking and cycling for transporta-
ion.13,14 All the reviews supported the general conclu-
ion that environmental factors are related to physical
ctivity, but the studies did not provide either sufficient
uality of evidence to motivate policy change or detail
f evidence to guide specific policy solutions. These

eviews also did not reflect other lines of evidence, such

0749-3797/09/$–see front matter
ed. doi:10.1016/j.amepre.2008.10.007
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s qualitative research or studies of the characteristics
f parks and greenways.
In the late 1990s, as described by Orleans and

olleagues15 in this supplement to the American Journal
f Preventive Medicine, staff at the Robert Wood Johnson
oundation (RWJF) identified the potential of environ-
ental and policy changes to increase active living,
elp control the obesity epidemic, and improve public
ealth. They recognized the need to build the evidence
ase and the capacity of researchers in a variety of fields
o conduct the needed studies and developed a pro-
ram to meet these needs. The Active Living Policy and
nvironmental Studies National Program was created

n 2001, and the name was changed to Active Living
esearch (ALR) in 2003.
The purpose of this paper is to report the methods

sed by ALR to contribute to developing a new field of
esearch and building an evidence base that can inform
olicy and environmental change to increase physical
ctivity. An overview of the grants made during the first
years is presented, and goals for the renewal phase are
escribed.

ission and Goals

he mission of ALR was to expand knowledge by
timulating and supporting research that guided im-
rovements of environments, policies, and practices to
romote active living. Active living was considered the

ntegration of physical activity of all types and purposes
nto daily routines. The program emphasized the com-

unication of research findings to policymakers and
thers in a position to create change. To accomplish the
ission, program activities were designed to achieve three

oals:

. to build the evidence base about environmental and
policy correlates and determinants of physical activ-
ity through the identification of a research agenda,
selection of studies, and support of the teams con-
ducting the studies;

. to build the capacity of researchers in a wide variety
of fields to collaborate to conduct the highest-quality
studies to understand links among environments,
policies, and active living; and

. to inform and facilitate policy and environmental
changes to promote active living.

RWJF committed $12.5 million to support research
rojects and dissertation grants, with additional fund-

ng to operate the National Program Office (NPO).
he ALR program began in mid-2001 and was initially

unded through 2007.
Figure 1 illustrates the conceptual framework that

uided how, in partnership with investigators from
ultiple disciplines, ALR planned to fund studies and

upport the growth of a new research community. From

he beginning it was expected that a wide range of study t

ebruary 2009
opics and types was needed to produce the evidence to
ully inform end-users in a position to act on the
ndings, such as practitioners and policymakers from
ultiple sectors of society.16

Calls for proposals (CFPs) operationalized the re-
earch agenda, and key steps are listed in the bottom-
eft panel of Figure 1. The research agenda was based
n information needs identified by end-users and sci-
ntists from multiple fields. To conduct research on the
rioritized topics required the integration of concepts,
ethods, and skills from multiple disciplines, and such

ombined approaches defined a transdisciplinary field
hat created new ideas and methods.17,18 The bottom-

iddle panel lists the disciplines most involved in active
iving research. Many investigators with relevant skills
id not consider their work to be related to physical
ctivity or health and had not collaborated previously
ith other disciplines on the list. Thus, there was a

ubstantial burden on investigators to learn new con-
epts, terminology, methods, and skills, and to develop
ffective working relationships with colleagues in unfa-
iliar disciplines. To address this, ALR engaged in the

eld-building activities listed in Figure 1.
To study the variety of topics relevant to active living

equired multiple research designs and approaches, as
ndicated in the middle section of Figure 1. The
esearch agenda determined the backgrounds and
kills investigators needed to conduct the studies as well
s the methods ALR used to fund the studies and
upport researchers.

Results of the studies were disseminated to a variety
f audiences. Traditional academic presentations and
ublications were used to communicate with scientific
udiences and to advance the research field. Additional
fforts were made to communicate results directly to
he end-user groups listed at the top of Figure 1.
nd-user groups were broadly considered to be policy-
akers at all levels of government, decision makers in

chools and industry, practitioners in numerous fields,
dvocacy groups, and interest groups. Communication
trategies included press releases, written communica-
ions targeted to specific groups, presentations at meet-
ngs, and partnerships with other organizations.15

ethods for Accomplishing Goals

uilding the Evidence Base

dentifying research priorities. One of the first tasks of the
PO, working in concert with RWJF program and research
fficers, was to develop a research agenda. Because the
umber of potential research questions was large, the deci-
ion was made to identify specific priority-topic areas judged
o have good potential for advancing science and informing
olicies that could affect large populations.
The agenda development process was aided by literature

eviews.13,14,19-21 These reviews provided general support for

he association of environmental variables with physical activ-

Am J Prev Med 2009;36(2S) S11
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ty but highlighted the scarcity of data on specific environ-
ental characteristics and the lack of consensus on research
eeds. Interviews and focus groups were conducted with
rofessionals from a wide range of backgrounds to obtain
heir input on the research agenda and methods of commu-
icating with and involving various disciplines. Researchers

rom multiple disciplines; advocates from land use, transpor-
ation, public health, recreation, and environmental protec-
ion sectors; and leaders from policy organizations were
dentified and consulted individually or in groups. Research-
rs and practitioners were convened in focus groups in
onjunction with organizations such as the American College
f Sports Medicine, the American Planning Association, and
he Association of Public Policy Analysis and Management.
he participants were generally enthusiastic to contribute

heir views, and they offered both broad perspectives and
pecific recommendations. There was general agreement that
esearch conducted by interdisciplinary teams would advance
nowledge and be feasible. Input was summarized and con-
ulted by those developing the research agenda.

alls for Proposals

he result of this process was the research-agenda framework
hown in Table 1 that guided the sequence and content of
even CFPs over 6 years. Because it was clear that the research
udget was not sufficient to support the full range of studies

dentified by informants, the framework represented the
ettings and types of studies that were prioritized. Rather than
ocus funding to create a critical mass of evidence in a few
reas, the choice was made to seed multiple new areas of
esearch in the hope that other funders would support
econd-generation studies. Multiple settings and policy areas
ere identified as central to active living, but under-studied.
or most topics, it was possible to apply a variety of study

Urban planners

Transportation plan

Public heMedia
State & local government

Real estate industry
End-users of

ALR
products

Research summaries
Press releases

Targeted communication
Professional journals
Dissemination

Knowledge base for active living polic
& environmental change

SurveillaEconomic analyses

Case studies

Evaluate interventions

Policy & legal analyses setalerroCseiduts fo esabataD

Transdisciplinary research communit

Public health, Architecture
Transportation, Geography

Physical activity, Economics 
Political science, Policy studies

Landscape architecture
Parks & recreation, Law

Urban planning, Criminal justice 
Social & behavioral sciences 
Environmental psychology

Calls for proposals 
Methods (e.g., measures; 
interventions)
Environments & physical 
activity (e.g., correlates) 
Policies & physical activity 
(e.g., legal, economic)
Policy change process 
(e.g., natural experiments,        
case studies)

igure 1. Conceptual model for Active Living Research prog
ypes. Although populations could have been considered a i

12 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 36, Num
third dimension of the frame-
work, a specific study type was
identified to focus on under-
studied populations. The sche-
dule for CFPs is indicated by
Rounds 1–7. Some core topics,
such as the environmental cor-
relates of physical activity, were
targeted in several CFPs so that
studies funded later could fill
gaps in knowledge left by the
studies funded earlier.

Rows in Table 1 refer to the
study types. Because of the
field’s infancy, measurement
studies needed to precede in-
vestigations of policy and envi-
ronmental correlates of physi-
cal activity and evaluations of
interventions. Thus, a portfo-
lio of measures was created by
the first round of ALR grant-
ees, and grantees in later
rounds developed additional
measures. Correlate studies
were expected initially to ex-
amine a wide range of variables
and then narrow the focus to a

imited number of environmental and policy variables that
ould inform case studies, investigations of the policy-change
rocess, and assessments of people’s perceptions of selected
nvironmental attributes. Although the limitations of cross-
ectional studies are well-known, ALR supported many studies
f the environmental correlates of physical activity. This is
ecause such studies can build an evidence base quickly,
andomized studies are rarely feasible for studying environ-
ental changes, and grant-funding limits (a maximum of

600,000) were not generally adequate to support prospective
tudies. Several quasi-experimental evaluations of environ-
ental and policy changes were supported because they were

mong the strongest designs feasible. Barriers to funding
dditional quasi-experimental evaluations included uncer-
ainty about whether changes would be implemented, the
ong timeline for built-environment changes, and concern
hat the scope of some proposed changes (i.e., building
idewalks, a short trail segment) would not be sufficient to
timulate measurable physical activity change. Case studies
onsisted of qualitative examinations of the policy-change
rocess. Policy studies funded in Round 5 had a variety of
ims, although some evaluated outcomes of policies and
ould have been categorized as evaluations of interventions.

The column headers in Table 1 show the topics and settings
elevant to active living research. The intent of the commu-
ity design and transportation categories was to build on the
xisting strong evidence in these areas13,14,19,21 by examining
ore-specific environmental variables than had been studied

o date. The community environment variables could be mea-
ured at the neighborhood, community, or regional level and
ould encompass social-environment variables such as crime,
afety, and culture. The transportation facilities category in-
luded roads, sidewalks, street-crossing aids, and bicycle facil-

Architects & builders

actitioners

ks & recreation

sures

a 
gies
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Field building
Annual ALR conference
Technical assistance
Seminars
Interdisciplinary presentations 
at professional meetings
Commissioned papers
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ties. Many studies examined both community design and
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ransportation attributes. Public recreation facilities included
haracteristics and policies related to parks, trails, and recre-
tion centers that are publicly owned, and this category was
udged a higher priority than private recreation facilities, such as
ealth clubs and dance studios, that are accessible to a smaller
opulation.
Characteristics of schools could include facilities on site,

olicies related to physical education and recess, policies
overning the community use of facilities, and the relation-
hip of schools to surrounding communities. The building
esign and siting category could include the examination of
ow factors such as stair design, the arrangement of func-

ions, and the relationship to the surrounding neighborhood
elated to physical activity in and around buildings, particu-
arly those that serve large numbers of people on a frequent
asis. Initial plans to study media environments and how they
ight be related to physical activity were not realized, but

tudies of perceptions of environmental and policy variables
ere supported to complement studies using objective mea-

ures. Other settings and topics, such as worksites, healthcare
olicy, and public health infrastructure, were discussed but
ot targeted by ALR because studies in these areas were
onsidered likely to be supported by other funders.

Although having a framework allowed ALR to support a
ange of study types on settings and topics determined to be
f highest priority, potential disadvantages of the approach

ncluded a missed opportunity to develop substantial bodies
f knowledge on a few topics and the possibility that several
esearch areas would not receive support for follow-up stud-
es. Obtaining early and ongoing input from diverse expert
nformants was useful, but judgment was required to select

able 1. Research priorities used to guide calls for proposals

tudy type and number funded
Community
design

Transport
facilities

nvironmental and policy
measures

1 1

n�20 studies funded
n�4 formative or conceptual

studies
nvironmental correlates 2, 3, 6 2, 3, 6
n�49 cross-sectional studies
n�1 prospective study

olicy analysis 5 5
n�16 studies

orrelates in special
populations

3 3

n�7 studies
pportunistic evaluation of

interventions
2, 3, 6 2, 3, 6

n�13 studies
nvironmental- and

policy-change process
4 4

n�13 case studies
nvironmental perceptions 7 7
n�5 studies

ote: A total of 121 grants were funded, including dissertations. Each
Numbers in cells represent the call-for-proposal round
rom among the many proposed priorities. CFPs broadly a

ebruary 2009
efined the topics of interest, and investigators proposed the
pecific variables and procedures, so it did not appear that the
FPs were overly prescriptive. Two risks of supporting a wide

ange of study topics and types were that individual study
udgets were limited, so results were not likely to be defini-
ive, and that other funders were needed to support subse-
uent studies. A disadvantage of requesting different types of
tudies in each successive CFP was that investigators had little
pportunity to revise and resubmit proposals.

iversity-partnership grants. These grants were made avail-
ble in 2005 to achieve two aims: (1) to enhance the quality
nd scope of existing ALR grants by expanding data collec-
ion or analyses of funded studies and to add an investigator
o the existing team with special background and understand-
ng of under-studied populations, and (2) to diversify the
eld and enhance the careers of qualified investigators from
nder-represented groups committed to active living studies.
ix grants were awarded to added investigators, instead of the
xisting grants being supplemented.

ew investigators and dissertations. Investing in promising
ew investigators was seen as an effective method of building

his new field. Thus, special consideration was given to new
nvestigators who applied, and funding was set aside to
upport dissertation studies in most funding rounds.

ommissioned papers. Leading scholars were invited to write
apers on specific topics judged to be closely related to
eeting program goals. Legal analyses and literature reviews
ere well-suited for commissioned papers, and other commis-

ioned papers introduced this field of study to a broader

ctive Living Research

Topics and settingsa

ublic
ecreation
acilities

Private
recreation
facilities Schools

Building
design
and siting Media

, 3, 6 3, 6 6

5 5 5 5

3 3 3 3

, 3, 6 2, 3, 6 2, 3, 6, 7 2, 3, 6 3, 6

4 4

7 7 7

t was coded in only one category.
for A

P
r
f

1

2

5

3

2

4

7

udience, examined specific topic areas, and recommended
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esearch priorities used to guide CFPs. Commissioned
apers were published in peer-reviewed journal supple-
ents or special issues sponsored by ALR and are listed in
able 2.22–33

pecial projects. There were opportunities to advance the
eld that needed to be acted on quickly and could not be
ccommodated in the CFP mechanism. A small number of
uch special projects were supported with funds outside the
esearch authorization, often with relatively small budgets in
ollaboration with other funders.

rant application and review process. ALR accepted propos-
ls in response to CFPs that were usually released annually.
ach CFP defined the priority topics and detailed the appli-
ation requirements. Proposals that passed an initial screen-
ng were sent for formal reviews by ALR staff (including
enior advisors); RWJF research and program officers;
ational Advisory Committee members; and external re-

iewers from multiple disciplines. The National Advisory
ommittee made funding recommendations to the RWJF,

o advisors were carefully selected to represent a wide
ange of expertise. Table 3 lists advisors, their disciplines,
nd their terms of service. Consistent with RWJF policy,
ritten feedback was not provided to applicants, but verbal

eedback was available on request. Requests for feedback
ere more common in early CFP rounds, and input from
pplicants indicated general dissatisfaction with the pro-
osal-feedback policy.
Technical assistance was offered by ALR to applicants via

he website (www.activelivingresearch.org), telephone, and
-mail. Applicant teleconferences were held to explain the
oals for each round of funding and to answer applicants’
uestions.
Successful proposals tended to be distinguished by these

lements: a focus on modifiable environmental characteris-
ics and policies with the potential to affect large numbers of
eople, multidisciplinary teams whose expertise was well-
atched with study aims, the use of objective measures of

hysical activity and environments, and the substantial inclusion
f diverse and disadvantaged populations. The small number of
rants funded in each cycle usually meant that final selections
ere made on the basis of scientific merit, fit with program
riorities in terms of topics and populations, and balance
cross funded studies.

After funding, ALR provided technical assistance to grant-
es. Technical assistance included referral to resources, en-
ouraging the use of common measures, arranging consulta-
ions with experts, facilitating collaboration with other
rantees, and coordinating the communications of grantee
esults.

uilding the Field

esearch on environmental and policy aspects of physical
ctivity was a new field of study, and the need for collabora-
ion with partners from unfamiliar disciplines was a source of
dditional complexity. This field was referred to as transdis-
iplinary because concepts and methods from many fields
eeded to be combined to create truly new approaches to
esearch.17,18 An example of a transdisciplinary study would
e to combine measures of community design, transportation

acilities, and park qualities to explain the public health i

14 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 36, Num
utcome of total physical activity. This type of study required
he input of multiple disciplines in its conceptualization,

able 2. Journal supplements and special issues based on
ctive Living Research conferences and the commissioned
apers published in each

upplements and Special
ssues Commissioned papers

merican Journal of Preventive
Medicine, 2005

Guest co-editors: Sallis JF,
Vernez Moudon A,
Linton LS, Powell KE

Schilling J, Linton LS. The
public health roots of
zoning: In search of active
living’s legal genealogy.22

Sturm R. Economics and
physical activity: a research
agenda.23

Godbey GC, Caldwell LL,
Floyd M, Payne LL.
Contributions of leisure
studies and recreation and
park management to the
active living agenda.24

Zimring C, Joseph A, Nicoll
GL, Tsepas S. Influences
of building design and site
design on physical activity:
Research and intervention
opportunities.25

Robinson TN, Sirard JR.
Preventing childhood
obesity: a solution-oriented
research paradigm.26

Stokols D, Harvey R, Gress J,
Fuqua J, Phillips K. In vivo
studies of transdisciplinary
scientific collaboration:
lessons learned and
implications for active
living research.27

ournal of Physical Activity
and Health, 2006

Guest co-editors: Kraft
MK, Sallis JF, Vernez
Moudon A, Linton LS

Schmid TL, Pratt M, Witmer
L. A framework for
physical activity policy
research.28

Taylor WC, Poston WSC,
Jones L, Kraft MK.
Environmental justice:
obesity, physical activity,
and healthy eating.29

merican Journal of Health
Promotion, 2007

Guest co-editors: Cardinal
BJ, Day K

Maibach E. The influence of
the media environment on
physical activity: looking
for the big picture.30

Loukaitou-Sideris A, Eck JE.
Crime prevention and
active living.31

Spengler JO, Young SJ, Linton
LS. Schools as a community
resource for physical
activity: legal considerations
for decision makers.32

merican Journal of Preventive
Medicine, 2008

Guest co-editors: Floyd
MF, Crespo CC,
Sallis JF

Nasar JL. Assessing
perceptions of
environments for active
living.33
mplementation, analysis, interpretation, and communica-

ber 2S www.ajpm-online.net
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ion. Thus, a major goal of
LR was to encourage leading

nvestigators from many fields
o participate in the research,
upport the formation of ef-
ective collaborations, and en-
ance the capacity of investi-
ators to conduct excellent
tudies. Several methods were
sed for field building.

resentations at professional
eetings. An early goal of
eld building was to inform
rofessionals in various disci-
lines about the need for en-
ironmental and policy re-
earch on physical activity and
o highlight the contributions
hat could be made by their
elds. This was accomplished
y ALR staff and advisors, as
ell as RWJF research and pro-
ram officers, making presen-
ations at professional confer-
nces. Sometimes advisors
ould submit symposia related

o active living research; at
ther times, ALR staff would

ead symposium or workshop
ubmissions or organize focus
roups at conferences.

ctive Living Research seminars. No single investigator was
killed in all the concepts, research designs, measures, and
tatistical techniques from the multiple disciplines that are
elevant for active living research. The seminar program was
nvisioned as a mechanism to recruit investigators from a
ariety of disciplines and organizations and to provide tar-
eted learning experiences. In August 2003 an invited group
f leisure researchers and academic landscape architects
articipated in a 3-day seminar. Participants judged the
eminar to be valuable, but it was difficult for ALR staff to
nticipate what content would be valuable to investigators
rom diverse fields. To reach wider audiences and to allow
nvestigators to tailor workshops to meet their needs, begin-
ing in 2004 the seminar program funded mainly profes-
ional organizations to implement interdisciplinary work-
hops or symposia for their members. Organizations and
eading researcher-members were invited to organize a ses-
ion at a regular professional meeting designed to build skills
mong members of the organization to conduct active living
esearch. Seminar programs brought in nonmembers from
ther disciplines as presenters or trainers to advance trans-
isciplinary collaboration.
From 2003 to 2007, ALR supported 15 symposia or work-

hops. Examples of the subjects covered were methods for
bserving physical activity in homes, schools, and park set-
ings; tools for observing built environments; statistical ap-
roaches for built-environment research; making transdisci-
linary teams work; policy-research methods; and using GIS

Table 3. National Advisory

Name Inst

Robert Cervero,
PhD, Chair

Uni
Be

William Ascher, PhD Clar
Co

Carlos J. Crespo,
DrPH

Port

Karla Henderson,
PhD, CPRP

Nor
U

Frances Kuo, PhD Uni
U

W. S. Carlos Poston
II, PhD, MPH

Uni
Ka

Wendell Taylor,
PhD, MPH

Uni
Te
Ce

Anne Vernez
Moudon, PhD

Uni
W

Adrian Bauman,
MD, PhD

Uni

Don Chen Sma
(n
Fo

Harriet Tregoning Mar
Sm
O
G
D

ethods in obesity research. p

ebruary 2009
nnual meetings and conferences. All RWJF national pro-
rams hold annual meetings for grantees, but because active
iving research was such a new field, the ALR staff organized
nnual conferences to benefit a larger audience and contrib-
te to building the field and disseminating the growing body
f evidence. The 2003 grantee meeting was held jointly with
he CDC’s Active Community Environments grantees. The
004 grantee meeting was held with the first annual ALR
onference and was open to the research community at large.
he conference included ALR grantee reports, invited key-
otes, commissioned papers, and oral presentations and
osters selected from submitted abstracts. Subsequent annual
onferences were similar in format but included special
anels. The 2005 conference featured a panel of policymak-
rs from federal, state, and local governments and an advo-
acy organization to discuss how they use research. The 2006
onference included a panel of editors of leading journals
rom a variety of fields discussing the challenges of interdis-
iplinary publication. The 2007 conference featured a panel
n active living in Latino communities and a panel of
olicymakers commenting on presentations of policy studies.
lide presentations from conferences are available on the
LR website (www.activelivingresearch.org).
Conference attendees were asked to complete evaluation

urveys, and the results are summarized in Table 4. The
ercentage of attendees responding ranged from 52% to
9%. Evaluations were extremely positive, with �93% of
espondents giving high ratings (defined as 4 or 5 on a
-point scale) to the conferences overall. Although it is not

mittee members for Active Living Research

n Discipline(s) Term of service

y of California
y

City and regional
planning;
transportation

2001–present

t McKenna Government and
economics

2004–present

State University Public health; minority
health; obesity

2008–present

rolina State
ity

Parks; recreation;
leisure studies

2004–present

y of Illinois
-Champaign

Cognitive psychology;
environmental
psychology

2005–present

y of Missouri
City

Health psychology;
obesity research

2004–present

y of
ealth Sciences

at Houston

Public health;
environmental
justice

2001–present

y of
gton

Architecture; urban
design; planning

2001–present

y of Sydney Public health; health
promotion

2001–2004

owth America
ord
tion)

Environmental studies 2001–2003

Office of
rowth (now
f Planning,

ment of the
of Columbia)

City planning;
engineering; public
policy

2001–2003
Com

itutio

versit
rkele

emon
llege

land

th Ca
nivers
versit
rbana

versit
nsas

versit
xas–H
nter

versit
ashin
versit

rt Gr
ow F
unda
yland
art G

ffice o
overn
ossible to compare these results to other conference evalu-
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tions, the outcomes were relatively specific. From 74% to
4% of respondents agreed that the conference led to
hanging their research or practice, learning new ideas likely
o enhance their work, and making new contacts that might
ead to collaborations. Attendees strongly agreed conference
oals were achieved, with lower ratings given to exploring
ow research can shape policy.

ournal supplements and special issues. ALR sponsored jour-
al supplements and special issues based on the best abstracts
ubmitted to each conference and the commissioned papers.
ournal theme issues, especially needed in a field that cuts
cross so many disciplinary boundaries, made it efficient for
nvestigators to access relevant articles, and contributors
ained unusually high visibility for their work. The supple-
ents and special issues from 2005 to 2008 are listed in Table
along with guest co-editors. To ensure the easy accessibility
f information for researchers and research end-users, ALR
egotiated legal rights to post this copyrighted material on its
ebsite. In addition, ALR partially supported special issues of
eisure Sciences (Fall 2005); Journal of the American Planning
ssociation (Winter 2006); and Journal of Health Policy, Politics,
nd Law (Summer 2008), with the latter containing policy
ase studies funded by ALR.

oordination with other funders. The long-term viability of
nvironmental and policy research on physical activity de-
ends on funding from multiple sources. Both the RWJF and

able 4. Evaluation of Active Living Research annual confer
urveys

2004 2005

umber of attendees (excluding
program staff)

138 187

esponse rate to evaluation (%) 69 67
verall: 4 or 5 on a 5-point scale (%) 97 96
eeting stimulated new ideas that are
likely to lead to changes in my research
or practice (%)

86 88

learned new concepts/ideas from another
discipline that are likely to enhance my
future work (%)

89 79

he meeting provided an opportunity to
make new contacts that might lead to
future collaborations (%)

94 91

uccess in meeting goals of
conference: 4 or 5 rating (%)
o provide an opportunity for
researchers from multiple fields to
present and hear the latest studies
on environmental and policy issues
related to physical activity (%)

96 94

o allow ALR grantees to present
new and continuing studies to a
broad audience (%)

91 90

o build the network and capacity of
researchers to conduct excellent
transdisciplinary studies on active
living (%)

93 93

o explore how current and future
research can be used to shape
policy decisions (%)

74 84
he CDC are supporting networks of researchers, public s

16 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 36, Num
health practitioners, and poli-
cymakers to enhance communi-
cation and collaboration regard-
ing transdisciplinary research and
practice on active living. Several
institutes of the NIH are fund-
ing environmental studies of
physical activity, nutrition, and
obesity, and related research
has been supported in other
nations. ALR, in collaboration
with the NIH, offered a com-
petitive round of funding to
grantees funded in the Obesity
and the Built Environment ini-
tiative led by the National Insti-
tute of Environmental Health
Sciences. These supplemental
grants supported the adoption
of common measures used by
ALR grantees and observa-
tional measures developed by
ALR grantees.

Supplements were funded
by ALR to grantees of the
RWJF’s Healthy Eating Research
program. Grantees of Healthy
Eating Research Round 1 were
supported to extend studies of
school-nutrition wellness poli-
cies to include physical activity
policies. Grantees of Healthy
Eating Research Round 2 were
supported to extend evalua-
tions of day care and preschool

utrition policies to include physical activity policies.

esearch synthesis. ALR has played a role in advancing the
cience by compiling the results of studies published in a wide
ariety of disciplines. A categorized list of relevant publica-
ions was posted on the ALR website and regularly updated to
ssist researchers in locating studies from multiple fields.
everal indexes and search strategies were used with as much
onsistency as possible across years, but as new topics
merged, search terms were updated. The searches were
ystematic, although the focus on multiple disciplines re-
uired the use of different terms for the same concept in
arious databases. The databases and search terms were
eported for each search. Final categorized lists were reviewed
y two staff members. There were an average of 93 downloads
er month across the literature search documents.
A detailed, searchable database of studies on environmen-

al and policy factors related to physical activity and obesity,
ummarizing study characteristics and findings, was posted on
he website in 2008 and is updated regularly. This database is
reely available to investigators to help them with literature
eviews and is expected to facilitate meta-analyses.

Grantees are encouraged to adopt a core set of measures
hat will facilitate the comparisons of findings across studies.
n the future it is likely that data sets from several studies will
e combined for pooled analyses. As studies accumulate on

, based on participant

006 2007 2008

23 285 320

62 64 52
97 93 96
74 81 82

84 84 82

93 92 84

93 93 92

93 91 90

88 92 92

67 85 89
ences

2

2

pecific topics, ALR expects to support formal meta-analyses.
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nforming Policy

he third objective of ALR was to ensure that funded
esearch was effectively communicated to policymakers and
ractitioners whose work can change environments and pol-

cies. There is not a well-established procedure for bringing
esearch results to those who can act on them,34 so specific
ommunication activities were planned. The following strat-
gies were used to make research findings accessible to
ultiple groups of end-users.

esearch summaries. Executive summary–style reports were
ritten for decision makers and practitioners, translating the
urrent state of the science into less-technical language.
eparate reports on environmental correlates of recreational
hysical activity, active transportation, and youth physical
ctivity and healthy eating were written for use by policymak-
rs. In addition to highlighting findings from consensus
anels14,35,36 and systematic reviews,12,13,36,37 the research
ummaries presented the results of representative studies,
ncluding graphs. Areas of inconsistency and gaps in research
lso were covered. The summaries did not recommend
pecific policy actions because there could be several policy
ptions for achieving environmental changes consistent with
he available evidence. The RWJF’s Active Living Leadership
rogram (now Leadership for Healthy Communities) pro-
ided guidance on the development of the summaries and
istributed them to elected and appointed officials at all

evels of government. At least 16,000 hard copies of research
ummaries were distributed, and many others were down-
oaded from the website. Updated summaries were reorga-
ized to separately report built environment and policy

actors related to physical activity for youth and adults.

ase studies. Case studies of policy change funded under
ound 4 were designed to be of value to policymakers as well
s scientists. Thus, one-page summaries of 11 case studies
ere published together in a special section of Planning
agazine (February 2007) that was distributed to �40,000

ubscribers and made available on the ALR website. Addi-
ional hard copies were distributed to interested groups.

ebsite. The program website (www.activelivingresearch.
rg) included several sections of value to decision makers,
uch as downloadable copies of research summaries, intro-
uctory information about active living, notices about confer-
nces and upcoming events, descriptions of active and past
rants and grantees, an archive of press reports on related
tudies, and links to active living partner projects.

The ALR website contributed to all program goals. The
xtensive information on the website generated substantial
se, and in 2008 (through August 31) there were an average
f 3870 visits (which can include multiple page views) per
onth. For the introductory pages of the website and each of
ve major tabs, the average visits per month were: home page,
316; about ALR, 297; grants and results, 462; tools and
esources, 506; conference, 334. Although all the major
ections were used regularly, the most-visited sections were
ools and resources, which includes Research Summaries and

easures, and grants and results, which includes both appli-
ation materials and information about grantees and their

rojects. t

ebruary 2009
ommunications training and support for grantees. Grantee an-
ual meetings and conferences have included sessions to
repare researchers to communicate their findings to re-
earch end-users and to inform policy change. Activities have
ncluded role-plays of researchers presenting results to poli-
ymakers; policymakers commenting on research presenta-
ions; panels of policymakers, advocates, and practitioners
elling how they use research; and presentations on designing
esearch to enhance relevance to policy. RWJF communica-
ions officers and consultants helped plan and lead these
vents.

oordination with other RWJF active living programs. ALR par-
icipated in activities such as meetings and conference calls
o coordinate with other RWJF active living programs. The

ost extensive relationship was with the former Active
iving Leadership, an RWJF program that supported gov-
rnment leaders to create and promote policies, programs,
nd places that enable active living. Grantees included
uch groups as the National Governors’ Association, the
ational Conference of State Legislatures, the Interna-

ional City and County Managers’ Association, and the
ocal Government Commission. Coordination with Active
iving Leadership was viewed as a primary strategy for
ommunicating research to policymakers and using re-
earch to guide policy change. ALR regularly surveyed
ctive Living Leadership grantees to identify areas of
esearch that would be useful in bringing about change in
overnment policies. ALR staff updated Active Living Lead-
rship grantees about research findings, and Active Living
eadership grantees were primary distributors of research
ummaries. The current Leadership for Healthy Commu-
ities program works with government leaders to prevent
hildhood obesity through environment and policy chan-
es (www.leadershipforhealthycommunities.org).
Active Living by Design was a demonstration program

esigned to promote physical activity in 25 diverse communi-
ies across the U.S. and based on a multilevel intervention

odel that included preparation, partnerships, promotion,
rojects, and policy. In this program, communities were
efined geographically, in classifications ranging from neigh-
orhoods to metropolitan areas. ALR and Active Living by
esign collaborated by mutually participating in each other’s
nnual grantee meetings. A major goal of this collaboration
as to inform Active Living by Design grantees about research

hey could use in the community-change efforts. At the ALR
onferences, researchers were able to discuss research needs
dentified by Active Living by Design staff and grantees. In
ound 7, two grants were supported to conduct in-depth
valuations of two Active Living by Design community
oalitions.

The Active Living Network and the Active Living Resource
enter (National Center for Bicycling and Walking) were
ctive in disseminating evidence-based information to broad
udiences. The Active Living Network facilitated interaction
nd information exchange among diverse groups of organi-
ations, practitioners, and policymakers, and ALR partici-
ated in their activities.
The participation of CDC staff as senior advisors provided

LR with linkage to CDC-supported practitioners (i.e., state
hysical activity coordinators) and researchers (e.g., preven-

ion research centers). ALR grantees and staff participating in
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he CDC-sponsored physical activity and public health courses
or practitioners and researchers were able to communicate
ndings to these groups.

ational Program Office Organization

he core staff of program director, deputy director, research
oordinators, and administrative staff was supplemented with
enior advisors who contributed to strategic planning and
rant reviews. The National Advisory Committee reviewed
roposals, advised on strategic planning, and made funding
ecommendations to the RWJF. The initial advisory commit-
ee represented the fields of urban planning and transporta-
ion, public policy, state government, advocacy, behavioral
cience, and public health. The composition of the National
dvisory Committee changed to reflect the evolving research
genda, and experts from the fields of leisure studies, political
cience/policy research, and environmental psychology were
dded. Members are identified in Table 3, and biographies
re available on the ALR website.

he ALR Funding Record

he $12.5 million research authorization was distrib-
ted through 121 grants ranging in size from $25,000
issertation grants to multi-year grants of $600,000. The
unding process was extremely competitive, with the
ercentage of proposals funded varying across CFPs
rom 8% to 25%, with higher percentages for disserta-
ion grants and special solicitations.

Table 5 presents a summary of the numbers of grants
unded in Rounds 1–7 and special solicitations catego-
ized by environmental setting and population. Some
rants were relevant to multiple settings and popula-
ions, and studies coded not applicable for populations
ould include measurement development or observa-
ion of all people in the settings. The most commonly
unded setting was the broadly defined community
which often included transportation and recreation
acilities), with schools being the second-largest cate-

able 5. Active Living Research grants (including dissertatio
ategorized by environmental setting and target population

opulation Trails
Parks and recreation
facilities

Commun
and tran
facilities

ot applicable 3 3 25
outh 3 6 32
dults 5 5 31
lder adults 0 1 6
eople with physical

challenges
0 0 1

ow income 0 3 14
acial/ethnic groups — — —
African American 1 4 16
Latino 1 5 7
Asian 0 0 0
American Indian 0 0 1

ote: Grants could be coded as applying to more than one setting an
ory, and the combination of trails and parks being a d

18 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 36, Num
substantial focus. Few studies
of elements of buildings re-
lated to active living were
funded.

Table 1 also includes the
count of grants categorized
by study type. About 45% of
grants were correlational
designs, reflecting both the
early stage of the research
field and the difficulty of
conducting prospective or
intervention studies of envi-
ronments and policies. How-
ever, 13 intervention evalu-
ations were funded, and
these will enhance the rigor
of evidence on which to
base recommendations for

hanges in policy and practice. The 13 case studies and
6 policy studies were intended to be particularly
nformative for policymakers. The large number of

easurement grants mainly supported the develop-
ent of objective measures, which should help en-

ance the quality of future research. Abstracts of
unded grants and published grant products are posted
t www.activelivingresearch.org.

As shown in Figure 2, the publication of environmen-
al and policy research on physical activity and obesity
as increased dramatically since the beginning of ALR.
n 2000, the year before ALR began, only 45 relevant
apers from all fields were found. This was a small

iterature, especially considering that not all the papers
eported empirical studies. In 2007, about 300 papers
ere identified using similar methods. Although it
annot be determined the extent to which ALR con-
ributed to the rapid increase in publications, the
vidence base to guide policy and environmental
hanges to promote active living is now much more
obust.

Efforts by ALR to build a transdisciplinary field and
nfluence policy and practice were evaluated by two

d supplements)

esign
ation

Building
design
and siting Schools

1 1
0 27
2 1
2 0
0 0

0 13
— —
0 7
0 7
0 1
0 0

ulation.

igure 2. Trends in publications on environment and policy
actors in relation to physical activity and obesity (methods
ns an

ity d
sport
escribed at www.activeliving.org)
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ndependent groups. The results of the evaluations by
utman and colleagues38 and Ottoson and col-

eagues39 are published in this supplement.

he Renewal of ALR

n December 2007, the RWJF renewed ALR through
012, with a $15.4 million research authorization. The
ew mission of ALR is consistent with the RWJF com-
itment to reverse the childhood obesity epidemic by

015: to stimulate and support research to identify
nvironmental factors and policies that influence phys-
cal activity for children and families to inform effective
hildhood obesity–prevention strategies, particularly in
ow-income and racial/ethnic communities at highest
isk. The three program goals were modified to be
onsistent with this new mission:

. to establish a strong research base regarding policy
and environmental factors and interventions that
influence physical activity and body weight in
children, as well as effective policy and environ-
mental strategies for reversing the childhood obe-
sity epidemic;
igure 3. Conceptual model for the Active Living Research transi

ebruary 2009
. to build a vibrant, multidisciplinary field of research
and a diverse network of researchers; and

. to ensure that findings are communicated effectively
to inform policy debates and to guide the develop-
ment of effective solutions.

Figure 3 illustrates the modified ALR model to guide
he achievement of these new goals. New academic
artnerships were needed to bring expertise to re-
earch teams targeting youth and families from commu-
ities of color and low-income populations. An expansion
f types of studies was possible because of develop-
ents in the field. For example, the accumulation of

ndings makes meta-analyses possible. The focus on
outh at high risk for obesity creates opportunities for
artnerships with a wider range of research-user groups,
hich can include organizations with expertise in the high-
isk racial/ethnic groups, advocacy for disadvantaged com-
unities, environmental justice, and youth advocacy.
he enhanced focus on diverse high-risk communities
levates the salience of social environments. Proposals
ill be invited that explore how broadly defined social
nvironments might shape physical activity in specific
ommunities and to examine how social environments
tion from ALR1 (2001–2007) to ALR2 (2007–2012)

Am J Prev Med 2009;36(2S) S19
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an affect the use of built environments. For example,
ollective efficacy, culture, traffic, and crime may alter
esidents’ use of parks, sidewalks, and school grounds
or physical activity. ALR is committed to using the
esults from grantees funded to date to advance science
nd to inform policy debates.

However, the renewal phase of ALR will be different
n several important ways that reflect both the new
ocus on preventing childhood obesity as well as the
apid progress of research. Special emphasis will be
laced on research of direct relevance to youth aged
–18 years from the groups at greatest risk for obesity:
frican-American, Hispanic, Native American, and
sian/Pacific Islander children, and children living in
nder-resourced and low-income communities. Soci-
tal concern about childhood obesity is stimulating
any efforts to change environments and policies in

chools and communities, and ALR will endeavor to
upport high-quality evaluations of these natural exper-
ments. Because some initiatives target both energy
ntake and output, ALR will collaborate with the RWJF’s

ealthy Eating Research NPO on joint funding
pportunities.
Greater emphasis will be placed on research with the

ighest likelihood of stimulating policy and environ-
ental changes, including policy evaluations, eco-

omic studies, health impact assessments, and research
n advocacy. To accelerate the translation of research

nto policy and practice, some grants will be required to
ave a policymaker or community representative as a

eam member or advisor.
Additional disciplines of particular relevance will be

ngaged by ALR to research youth from groups at high
isk for obesity, as noted in Figure 3. It is even more
mportant to attract diverse investigators who can com-
ine personal experience and professional preparation
ith high-risk populations to improve the relevance
nd the impact of the research on these populations.

Plans for the renewal of ALR were informed in many
ays by the two independent evaluations described in

he accompanying papers.38,39 These evaluations iden-
ified both strengths and weaknesses of ALR’s work to
ate, and the thoughtful recommendations have led to
hanges. Examples include plans for funding more
uasi-experimental evaluations of policy and environ-
ental interventions, increased emphasis on economic

esearch, additional outreach to policy researchers and
conomists, more emphasis on obtaining input on
esearch priorities from representatives of high-risk
ommunities and research end-users, and more inten-
ive and deliberate strategies to communicate research
o decision makers. ALR will pursue innovations in
raming policy-relevant research questions, enhancing
ollaborations between investigators and users of re-
earch, and communicating research to maximize the

mpact on policy and practice that will contribute to

20 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 36, Num
ncreased physical activity and reduced risk of child-
ood obesity.

omments

t the beginning of ALR, there was limited evidence
hat built environments were related to physical activity
or transportation and recreation purposes. During the

years covered in this report, the evidence base has
rown dramatically in quantity and has improved in
uality. The role of built environments in physical
ctivity is now documented sufficiently to be accepted
y authoritative groups,14,24 and evidence has ex-
anded to indicate that built-environment attributes
re related to total physical activity and obesity.40,41

ome progress has been made in expanding studies of
outh and older adults, as well as understanding which
nvironmental attributes seem to be most important for
efining activity-friendly communities. Important areas
or future study include the focused examination of
ow-income populations and communities of color,
ocumenting the thresholds of environmental attr-

butes needed to support physical activity in various
opulations, understanding the economics of active

iving environments and policies, and improving the
bility to use research to inform policies.42

This report of the methods used by ALR to contrib-
te to the development of a new transdisciplinary field
f research, in combination with the evaluations re-
orted in this supplement, may be of value to other
unding organizations as they design policy-relevant
esearch initiatives. As the challenges faced by society
ecome more complex, understanding the problems
nd implementing solutions are likely to require en-
anced collaboration across sectors of society and
cademic disciplines. Strategies used by ALR to nurture
nterdisciplinary teams and enhance the use of research
n decision making may be applicable to other issues.

he vision and support of the Robert Wood Johnson Foun-
ation are appreciated.
No financial disclosures were reported by the authors of

his paper.
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